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‘Poetry, he decides, is all about seeing the world around you and then reporting back ‘in the best words’.
Yet he can’t stop the words of Wittgenstein he learnt as a student echoing through his mind, ‘It’s hard to
say anything that’s as good as saying nothing.’ Is it the sound of words that matters, he asks himself, or the
meaning? What in any case are the best words, and how can he, miserable, self-obsessed and lonely as he is,
hope to find them?’1
‘Is the fragment the aesthetic response to the incomplete nature of our perception?’2

Most of the work in this exhibition is very recent and has come about after a period of time looking at
how we record experiences of looking and being in the landscape. I have been particularly interested in
the writing of Dorothy Wordsworth, Richard Jefferies, Francis Kilvert, John Clare and others who kept
notebooks and journals not, in the main, intended for publication. The series of drawings, I sat till I could
see no longer, began with lines I found myself extracting from these texts; in each case their words reflect an
awareness of looking or being in the landscape; there is a kind of reflexivity or permeability between the
body and its surroundings. Coleridge measures his height by the length of a foxglove’s shadow; Dorothy
Wordsworth remains sitting and looking for the duration the light allows.
In the paintings, I have transcribed longer passages of information, but the text has been interrupted to
varying degrees by vegetal matter. In one sense this is an impartial process; I’m transcribing line and shape
and tone without pushing the information to become meaningful. Some of this information amounts to
letters and a rhythm of words, but the letters are quite vulnerable, physical entities few of which have retained
their capacity to specify sound or meaning. On the other hand the materials themselves and my actions make
their own contribution too, so the result is as much about how paint and liquid mediums behave, the nature
of my own physical movements and my mental focus or fatigue, all of which is innately personal.
My work is concerned with language, text and experiences of observation. I make drawings, paintings, objects
and lens-based work, often with a focus on processes of transferring information across different media and
the losses and gains that result. I’m interested in states of possibility or suspension. The end-form of the work
may vary from a small pencil drawing to a sound installation, but in each case involves in some way a feedback
loop between the medium used and the content it is carrying. I see this as a two-way exchange of information
whereby the fragility and limitations of each medium contribute essentially to what is conveyed.
The paintings and drawings shown here are accompanied by a series of copper objects, Conversation
(2010/2019) and a short film, The Shape it would take, available to view online at annachapman.co.uk.
—

1 Chisholm, Kate. Word Perfect: a review of Winter Storm by Bernard MacLaverty, 2009
2 Haneke, Michael. Press statement for Code Inconnu, 2000

List of Works
The work is available for sale. For sales enquiries, please contact Fife Contemporary Office
in the Town Hall (during office hours), or the StAnza desk in Town Hall foyer.
Outwith the exhibition please contact hello@annachapman.co.uk.
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1 		 TG/18.01.1761, 2018 oil on canvas, 90 x 60cm £880
2		 DW/28.05.1802, 2018 oil on linen, 80 x 60cm £800
3		 RJ/27.03.1878, 2018 oil on linen, 80 x 60cm £800
4		 WC/26.10.1790, 2018 oil on linen, 40 x 30 cm £560
5		 I sat till I could see no longer, 2018 graphite on paper, 26.5 x 21 cm £150 each / £900 series of 8 (framed)
6		 Conversation (sculptural objects on plinths), 2010/2019 copper, dimensions variable £900.00

Drawings – text sources
‘Suddenly I found I had been gazing’ – Francis Kilvert, 24 March 1872
‘We paused and kept silence to listen’ – Dorothy Wordsworth, 7 October 1818
‘ half-opened wood-sorrel … like green lettering’ – Gerard Manley Hopkins, 15(?) April 1871
‘You hear the sound of your pencil as you write.’ – James Smetham, 21 July 1870
‘one tall foxglove—exactly my own length—’ – Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 18 June 1801
‘Put out hand for the sunshine to fall on it’ – Richard Jefferies, 14 October 1881
‘I sit with all the windows and the door wide open’ – William Cowper, 18 September 1784
‘I sate till I could see no longer’ – Dorothy Wordsworth, 2 August 1800

Artist Multiple / Edition of 50

interim, thicket 2019
collage, 148 x 210mm, digitally printed in an edition of 50 for StAnza,
signed and numbered £6
Available from Fife Contemporary Office in the Town Hall (during office hours),
or the StAnza desk in Town Hall foyer.
Outwith the exhibition please visit annachapman.co.uk.
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